
Instructions for use Jolo-Renttol-ball joint capsule - EN

Intended use and indication
Our Jolo-Renttol-ball joint capsule are used to maintain, promote and secure walking in conjunction with a walking aid or walking stick.  
Please also be sure to read the safety instructions!
Contraindication
Not available.
General safety information
Before each use, check your walking aid for proper functioning and a tight fit of the capsule. Check the Jolo-Renttol-ball joint capsule regularly for damage or wear and 
replace it if necessary. The grip of the underground is crucial for the safe hold of the walking aids! Avoid wet floors or surfaces such as gravel, sand, leaves, ice or snow! 
Pay attention to stumbling points like unevenness, holes in the ground, loose floor coverings or edges, because the going assistance can slip away unexpectedly or 
sink in! Special caution is appropriate with insufficient lighting conditions, since then irregularities in the underground are only badly recognizable! 

Mounting the Jolo-Renttol-ball joint capsule
Carefully pull the lower tube out of the walking aid. Remove the old rubber capsule and, if present, the tube plug. Place the lower tube vertically on a piece of 
cardboard, wood or a rubber mat to avoid damaging the surface. Use a rubber mallet to tap the adapter into the tube until it is positively and firmly seated in the tube. 
Now use the rubber mallet to tap the ball joint capsule into the adapter until it is firmly seated. Then reinsert the tube plug at the other end and push the lower tube 
into the walking aid. To replace the tread of the Jolo-Renttol ball joint capsule, pull the tread off the capsule and put on the new tread. Attention! Be sure to check 
the tight fit of the ball joint capsule and the tread. Also check the correct locking of the walking aid by trying to turn and move the walking aid. Be sure to follow the 
instructions for use of the walking aid. Have the specialist dealer help you with the assembly.

USe
The risk of slipping or falling - especially on slippery and wet surfaces - can never be completely ruled out when using walking aids. When walking, place the crutch or 
walking stick as vertically as possible and not too far away from the body. A very oblique placement increases the risk of falling! 
Storage and care
Never store the ball joint capsule near heat sources such as ovens, heaters or in the car on the shelf! Do not expose the capsule to sunlight for a longer period of time! 
Strong sun or heat will damage the material! The Jolo-Renttol-ball jont capsule is a wearing part and must be replaced regularly. Warning! Never clean the ball joint 
capsule with oily substances! Danger of slipping! If necessary, clean the capsule with a mild cleaning agent and a soft cloth if it is dirty. Never use cleaners containing 
solvents, as these will damage the material! Note: If disinfection becomes necessary, use a suitable disinfectant. Please note the manufacturer‘s instructions for use.

Limitation of use
Damaged and heavily worn ball joint capsules must not be used under any circumstances, as they no longer provide the required safety! Note: All serious incidents 
occurring in connection with the product must be reported to the manufacturer and the competent authority of the Member State in which the user and/or the 
patient is established.

Re-use (rental) / duration of use
We accept liability in accordance with the Product Liability Act only for the initial placing of our products on the market. We only agree to a reuse if the product has 
been tested by us beforehand. The service life of a Jolo-Renttol-ball joint capsule depends on wear, but is limited to a maximum of 2 years. Beyond this time, 
further use of the capsule is the responsibility of the user.

Warranty and liability
You have purchased a high-quality Ossenberg product. If, despite the highest quality standards, a justified material defect should occur, Ossenberg has the right, within 
the framework of a 12-month warranty, to repair the defective item or to replace it with a defect-free subsequent delivery, at its own discretion. We cannot accept 
any liability for damage caused by modifications to our products. Not covered by the warranty are defects that are due to wear or improper handling. Wear parts 
are excluded from the warranty. Only original spare parts and accessories may be used! For spare parts, accessories and repairs, please contact the specialist trade.

Disposal
Please consult your specialist dealer about the regional disposal regulations.
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930 Jolo-Renttol-ball joint capsule 12 mm  - 23 mm 200 kg
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This is a product according to the guidelines of the Medical Devices Directive.
Furthermore the Ossenberg GmbH is certified according to DIN EN ISO 13485.

You can find the latest instructoons for use at:
https://bilder.ossenberg.com/Dokumente/Downloads-zum-

Artikel/Gebrauchsanweisungen/PDF/Instructions-for-use-Jolo-
Renttol-ball-joint-capsule-EN.pdfVersion 10.02.2022

Name

931 Replacement tread for Jolo-Renttol ball joint capsule
934 Adapter for Jolo-Renttol ball joint capsule


